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THE CREEP OF ICE SHELVES : THEORY 

By R . H . THOMAS 

(British Antarctic Survey, Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, England) 

ABSTRACT. Budd's expressions for strain-rate gradient along the centre line of a bounded ice shelf are 
shown to be applicable only to ice shelves with almost constant thickness and very small longitudinal strain
rates. A general expression is d erived for creep in a n ice shelf where the sole res triction is that of zero shear 
stresses in vertical planes. This is applied to the two special cases: 

( I) movement of a n ice shelf restricted in a t least one direction by sea-water pressure only; 
(2) movement of an ice shelf flowing between roughly para llel sides. 

R ESUME. Lejiuage des platiforms de glace: tMorie. On montre que les expressions d e Budd pour le gradient des 
vitesses de deformation le long de la ligne centrale d 'une plateform e d e glace ne sont applicables qu'aux 
plateformes d 'epaisseur presque constante e t ne presentant qu'une tres petite vitesse d e deforma tion dans le 
sens longitudinal. On en deduit une expression generale pour le fluage dans une plateforme d e glace ou 
l'unique restriction est celle d 'un effort de cisaillement nul le long d e plans verticaux. On applique cette 
theorie a d eux cas speciaux: 

1°) Celui d'une plateforme de glace limitee a u moins da ns une direction pa r la seule press ion de I'eau 
d e mer; 

2°) cel ui d ' une plateforme d e glace s'ecoula nt entre deux parois a pproxima tivement paralleles. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Das Kriechen von Schelfeisen: Theorie. Es wird gezeigt, d ass Budd's Ausdrucke fur den 
Gradienten d er Verformungsgeschwindigkeit entlang der Mittellin ie begrenzter Schelfeise nur aufsolche mit 
fast konstanter Dicke und sehr geringen longitudinalen V erformungsgeschwindigkeiten a ngewendet werden 
k6nnen. Ein allgemeiner Ausdruck wird fur das Kriechen in einem Schelfeis abgeleitet, wobei die einzige 
Einschrankung das Verschwinden der Scherspannungen in vertikalen Ebenen ist. Dies wird auf folgende 
beiden Spezialfalle angewendet : 

( I ) Ein Schelfeis, das zumindest auf einer Seite nur von Seewasser begrenzt wird ; 
(2) E in zwischen annahernd parallelen Begrenzungen Aiessendes Schelfeis. 

I. THE F LOW LAW 

Laboratory studies (Steinemann, [1956] ; Glen, 1955 ; Tabor and Walker , 1970) of the 
steady-state creep of polycrystalline ice in uniaxial compression gave a power law relating 
strain-rate E and applied stress cr: 

where K is a temperature-dependent constant of the form A e- Q1RT and n is approximately 
constant ( ~ 3) over the stress range 0.1 to 2 MN m - 2 • 

Neglecting elastic strains, Odqvist 's (1934 ; 1966, p. 21 ) generalization to three dimensions 
of the uniaxial law can be written: 

where 2Yoz/3 and 2702/3 are the second invariants of the strain-rate and stress deviator tensors 
respectively: 

. 2/ . 2+· 2+· 2+ (. 2+ · 2+ · 2) 2yo 3 = Exx Eyy EZZ 2 Exy EXZ Eyz, 
2702/3 = cr' xx2+ cr' yy2 + cr' zz2 + 2 ( crXy2 + crXZZ + cryZZ) , 

where x, y and z are mutually perpendicular axes, Exx is the strain-rate in the x direction and 
cr' xx is the deviatoric stress in the x direction. ')10 is the effective shear strain-rate and 70 is the 
effective shear stress. Nye (1953) proposed alternative definitions with 2Yoz/3 and 2702/3 
replaced by 2y2 and 272 so that in a pure shear experiment the shear stress is 7 and the shear 
strain-rate is y. This slightly modified form of Odqvist's generalization has since been 
accepted in glaciological work. The constant B o is replaced by B which can be expressed in 
terms of K and n. The strain-rate in any direction x then becomes: 

Exx = (7/B )n- lcr'xx /B (3) 
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2. THE CREEP OF I CE SHELVES 

2. [ . UnconJined ice shelf 
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Floating ice shelves represent perhaps the simplest natural ice forms. They rest on a 
fri ctionless bed, stress conditions are uniform over large distances, and boundary conditions 
at the upper and lower surfaces are known. Consequently analysis of their creep behaviour 
avoids many of the problems associated with land glaciers. For an unconfined ice shelf of 
constant thickness H we have zero shear stresses of the type cr i j if we choose x- and y -axes 

ICE 
SHELF 

H SEA 

Fig. I. Longitudinal section of an ice shelf. 

horizontal at sea-level and z-axis vertical (Fig. 1) . By balancing stresses in the x direction 
summed over depth against sea-water pressure at the ice front W eertman (1957) showed that, 
for a n ice shelf of uniform density p and zero transverse creep 

EXX = (pgh/415)n (4) 
w~lere h is the elevation above sea-level of the ice-shelf top surface and 15 is the value of B 
averaged over depth. 

2.2. Bounded ice shelf 

W eertman's analysis predicts that the longitudinal strain-rate EXX will increase rapidly 
with increasing ice thickness. But Budd (1966) reported observations on the Arnery Ice Shelf 
showing the opposite trend with EXX rapidly decreasing almost to zero as the ice thickness 
(and distance from the ice front) increased. The Amery I ce Shelf lies between two almost 
parallel flanks of land ice and Budd suggested that under these conditions W eertman's 
expression for an unrestri cted ice shelf should not be expected to apply. Instead, part of the 
driving force due to the weight of ice above sea-level is used in overcoming the restraining 
effect of the ice-shelf ma rgins. Consequently the ice thickness increases rapidly away from the 
ice front, and this feature was considered by Crary (1966) to be responsible for overdeepening 
at the inland end of fjord s. 

Nye's velocity solution for a flat ice shelf held at its sides and deforming by laminar flow 
(N ye, 1952) can be written 

Vc - V - -~n+ 1 (GP)n 
y - (n + I) B n 'Ox (5) 

where Vc is the velocity at the centre line of the ice shelf and Vy is the velocity of the ice at a 
distance y from the centre line of the ice shelf. Gp /GX is the pressure gradient (assumed to be 
independent of y) along the ice shelf. Budd substituted 

s 

GO-xx '0 { If } Tx = 'Ox H Uxx dz , 
b 
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(where <: is m easured in the vertical direction, band s refer to the lower and upper surfaces 
of the ice shelf, and bars d enote values averaged over depth) for op/ox in Equation (5) to 
obtain an expression for the strain-rate gradient along the centre line. However, in this 
situation op/ox is the stress gradient averaged over depth 

.f 

= !.-J oaxx d <: 
H ox 

b 

so that Budd 's expression applies only to ice shelves of constant thickness. Furthermore 
Equation (5) is ba ed on the as umption that EXX is zero whereas Budd reported large values 
of longitudinal strain-rate on the Amery Ice Shelf. 

In Budd (1969, p. 115 and 123) a general expression was derived for o(Hij'xx) /ox where 
a' xx is the longitudinal deviatoric stress and is H axx- azz) for zero transverse strain. With 
the assumption that the effective shear stress can be written as a' xx Budd then obtained an 
expression involving the longitudinal strain-rate gradient: 

o(SflExx' /n) _ 
ox ~ t{pgH(w+ I)} (6) 

where w is the surface slope and] is the boundary friction coefficient d efined in terms of the 
shear stress at the p erimeter of a cross-section and a shape factor. H ere the bars denote 
averages taken over the section . 

For ice helves, Budd (1969, p. 138) reduced Equation (6) to: 

O(SExx' /n) I{ sh ear stress at Sides} 
--'---;:----'- ~ - pgw + --;--:-;;---:--:-:---ox ~ 2 half width 

with the implicit assumption that terms involving oH/ox on the left-hand side of Equation (6) 
are insignificant, 

or I OH I ~ I~. _oExxl· 
ox IZExX ox 

Using data for G I on the Amery Ice Shelf given in Thomas (1973) we find oH/ox ~ 2 X 10- 3 

and 

I 
H OEXX/ 

-. -. - . -- ~ 2 X 10- 3 
IZE XX oX I 

and in this instance the assumption is certainly not warranted. 
Furthermore for " W eertman" creep, Equation U) reduces to 

O(SExx ' /n) 
ox = tpgw 

whereas differentiation of Equation (4) gives 

O(SExx' /n) 
ox = t pgw . 

Thus Equation (7) is limited in its application to the case where 

[
oH I I H OExxl - ~ -- . --
ox , nExx ox 

which in general implies oH/ox -+ 0 and the ice shelf is of almost uniform thickness. 
In the n ext section we shall derive a general expression for creep in an ice shelf where the 

sole restriction is that of zero shear stresses in the x<: and y<: planes. 
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3. G ENE RAL EXPRESSION FOR ICE- SH ELF CREEP 

W e choose rec tangular axes with the x-axis at sea-level in the direction of ice movement 

and z-axis upwards (Fig. I). The symbols to be used are listed below : 

afk j , k = x, y, z; j = k : direct stress; j # k: shear stress 

a'jk stress deviator = afk - Bp ; P = hydrostatic pressure ; B = I when j = k; B = 0 

whenj # k 

Efk strain-rate = t ( OUf/ok + OUk /Oj); U = velocity 

H ice-shelf thickness 
h ice-shelf surface elevation 
p density. 

The subscripts i and w refer to ice and sea-water respectively. All densities are assumed 

independent of x,y and Z in order to simplify the equations. However, at appropriate points, 

equations in squared brackets are included to incorporate ice density as a function of z. 

For quasi-static creep the equilibrium conditions are: 

oaxx + oaXY + oaxz = 0 (8) 

ox oy oz ' 

oayy + oayX + oayZ = 0 

~ ~ h ' ~ 

oazz + oazx+ oaz~ _ p.g ( 10) 
OZ ox 2.1 - 1 • 

W e make the following assumptions: 

(a) Ice is incompressible and hence 

Exx+ Eyy + Ezz = o. 

(b) The ice shelf is in hydrostatic equilibrium so that 
s 

(H - h) pw = HPi [= J Pi (Z) dZ] . 

b 

(c) Zero shear strains in the xz andyz planes. This means that velocity and strain

rates are independent of z. 

(d ) The generalized flow law (Equation (3)) holds for ice. 

Together with assumptions (a) and (c) this means that 

a' xx+ a'yy+ a' zz = axz = ayz = o. 

Equation ( 10) now becomes: 

( r r ) 

Field results give values of ExX, Eyy and EXY at some point P(x,y, z), on the ice-shelf surface, 

and we can express each in terms of EXX: 

Eyy = aExx, Exy = f3E xx, Ezz = - ( r + a) Exx. 

In general a and f3 are functions of x and y but, from assumption (c), they are independent 

of z. Except in the special cases summarized at the end of section 3. r, a and f3 are deduced 

from m easurements of the strain-rate components. 

From the flow law we also have that the ratio Efk /a' jk is constant at any point, so 

a' yy = aa' xx, a' xy = f3a' xx, a' zz = - (I + a) a' xx, 

and a'xx+( r + a) a'xx = (axx- p )-(azz - p ), 

or 
, C1xx - (Jzz 

cr xx == 
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Using Equation ( I I) and neglecting atmospheric pressure we also have 
h 

azz = Pig (z - h ) [ = - g f Pi (Z) dZ]' 

z 

So, integrating Equation (12) over Z gives : 

where 

s h 

I a 'xx dz = 2~<X I {a XX - Pig (z - h)} dz 
b -(H - h) 

= (lplgH 2_ F )!(2 + <x ) 
s 

F = - I a xx dz 
b 

is the total force opposing the movement of a unit vertical section at P. 
s s 

becomes g I I Pi (Z) dz dz if density is a function of z.] 
b z 

49 

In order to obtain a solution for the strain-rate we next express the effective shear stress T 

in terms of a' xx. 

By definition: 

and 

The flow law 

now becomes: 

2T2 = a'xx2 + a'yy2 + a 'zz2 + 2axy2 + 2axz2 + 2aYZ2 

= 2(1+ <x + <x2+ ,8') a 'xx2 

T = + ( I + <x + <x2 + ,82 )! la'xxl . 

(
T) n- ' a 'xx 

Exx = 13 B 

IExxl = (1 + <x + <x2+ ,82) Cn- Il /2 {Ia; xr 
with the sign of Exx determined by that of a ' xx . 

Thus: , 
a xx 

Exx = -I -, - I \€xxi 
a xx 

and using the assumption (c) we can write: 
s s 

If I 1 ° l' /n f ' d - Exx Bd 
a xx Z - (I + <x + <x 2 + ,8Z) (n - r) /2n z . 

b b 

Comparing Equations ( 13) and (15) :* 

* When a = - 2 we also have ~PigH = F/H and Equation ( [6) is insoluble. 
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which, for convenience, we write: 

. Exx lipIgH- FIH ln 
"xx = IExxl IJ B 

where IJ = (I + a+ a2+ ,82) ln-ll /2/12 + al n 
s 

B = ~ f B dz 
b 

and the sign of Exx is determined by that of 

{
! PigH- FIH}. 

2+ a 

Note that with ,8 = 0 the term (2+ a)1I/ 12 + /X1 reduces to 

{ ( I +~ + ( 2) 1(2 + a) 2}ln- ll /21 (2 + a) 

which can be shown to be equal to 1/4>, where 4> is Budd's " transverse strain function" (Budd, 
1969, p. 126). 

Equation (16) is of little use unless we can evaluate F, so we shall consider two special 
cases which approximate conditions in actual ice shelves . 

3. 1. Ice-shelf movement restricted in at least one direction by sea-water pressure only 

By choosing the x-axis to coincide with this direc tion, F becomes the total force exerted by 
the sea on a unit vertical section of ice shelf: 

o 

[ 
(H- h)2 

Fw = - pwgz dz = pwg 
. 2 

-(H - h) 

= ! Pig (.!!..!..) H2. pw 
Equation (16) becomes: 

. {pigh}n 
"xx = 11 2B 

With a = ,8 = 0, Equations (17) and (18) reduce to Weertman's (1957) expressions (Equation 
(4) is one of these) for an ice shelffree to creep in one horizontal direction only. The expression 
for an ice shelf (or iceberg) uniformly spreading in all directions is obtained by setting a = I 

and ,8 = 0, giving: 

Exx = 3- In+rl /2 {p:~hr ( 19 ) 

These equations will not apply very near the ice front where shear stresses are induced in the 
xz plane by unbalanced hydrostatic pressure at the ice cliff. 

3.2 . I ce shelf flowing between approximately parallel sides 

Consider a vertical element of unit width taken parallel to the x-axis at a distance y from 
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the central line of the ice shelf (Fig. 2). In this case F is the force due to water pressure Fw 
plus that due to shear past the sides Fs. So Equation (I 6) becomes: 

Exx = I ~::I () Ip;t -:E/n. (20) 

" tC. tC. tC. tC. ~ " ~ ~ J 

r ~Vy 
<Gxy(-ve) 

~ 

centre lin 
2a x 

1 
) 

ICE SHELF 
~ I 

/' /' ? /' /' ? /' /' /' 

1 
Fig. 2. Plall view of a bounded ice shelf. 

The net shear stress acting up-stream on the element at some point (x,y, z) is - (a crxv / ay) 
and the total up-stream force due to shear on the entire section between x = x and x = X 
(the point at which the ice shelf leaves its protective margins) becomes: 

x s 

J J 
acrXY 

Fs = - ~dzdx. 
x b 

To proceed further we make the additional assumptions 
(e) acrXY/ ay is independent of y, 

then 
ocr XY _ crxy . 

ay - y , 

(f ) crxy at the sides of the ice shelf averaged over z reaches some limiting value which 
is independent of x and equal to 7's so that 

s 

J a~;y = 7':H 
b 

where a is the half-width of the ice shelf. 
Eq uation (2 I) then becomes: 

x 

Fs = - 7'. I Ha
dx 

x 
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and 
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X 

€xx = 1:::1 e CHPI;h + ~ J ~ dX}r· 
x 

With TS equal to some appropriate "yield stress", say 105 N m - 2 we can solve this~equation 
using values of H, a and h measured at different points along the ice shelf. 

We can also obtain a solution in terms of the shear strain-rate €Xy: 

. (7)n-1 C;xy 
Ex y = B 13 ' 

and with 

a' xx = G) axy, 

7 = +(1 + x+ cc 2 +,sz)!aXy J,8. 
Substituting for 7 in Equation (24) gives: 

. _ (I + CC + cc2+ ,sz) (n-il/2 Iaxy ln IExyl - (32 B . 

From assumption (c), Exy is independent of z, so we can write: 

. _ (I + CC + ccz+ ,sz) (n - il /2 jaxy jn IExyl - ,8z lJ ' 

and, with 

_ TsY 
U x y = ---;;- , 

If values of the strain-rate components are measured at several different values of y, Equation 
(25) can be used to find n. The correct value of n is that which gives the best straight line for 
a plot of Exy versus 

{( 1+ CC + CC Z+ ,8Z) J ,8z}(n- l) Iz (y Ja) n 

assuming lJ is approximately independent of x and y. 
We can write Equation (25) 

TS = 
aB I,81 (11 - 1 l 1nl €xyll l n 

y ( I + cc + ccz + ,8Z)(n - ll /zn . 

Thus, measurements of strain-rate at some point at distance y from the centre line can be 
used to evaluate TS in terms of jj if we know n. This value can then be substituted for TS in 
Equation (23) which then becomes: 

x 
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If Exx and Exy are measured at the same point this reduces to: 

( I + cx + cx 2 + ,82) (n- I) /2n pigh 
B = x 

2IExxl*{(2+ CX) 1 ~::I + I~1a f Ha
dX

} 
x 

53 

This expression can be used at any point on the ice shelf, excep t on the centre line where both 
f3 and y are zero. 

In a companion paper (Thomas, J 973) the equations derived above will be used to 
interpret available ice-shelf data. 
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